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Preamble/Prologue  
 
It has been my great pleasure to feel the warmth and camaraderie, even as a bystander, that 
filled the many emails that circulated earlier this year among 25 oarsmen who either rowed on 
the ’63 Varsity Heavyweight Crew Squad or were members of the Class of ’63.  Two separate 
but related events were the focus of their attention.  The first of these two groups were intent 
upon competing in the Masters Eight event at the 2003 IRA Regatta in Camden, NJ; the second 
had as their goal maximizing their class’s participation in MIT’s 2003 Reunion Row a week 
later. 
 
I had rarely experienced anything quite like it, and I rather early on conceived the idea for two 
projects that will, I hope, become worthy keepsakes for all who participated in them, while at 
the same time benefit the Friends of MIT Crew, of which I am a Director. 
  
Let me try to explain the latter thought first.  The Friends this year mounted for the first time a 
significant fund raising effort tied into the Five-Year Reunion Gift process.  It was moderately 
successful, but we have learned a lot that should lead to a continuing increase in the donations 
that result next year and beyond. 
  
The Friends want to find as many ways as we can to provide its members with whatever it may 
take to rekindle their interest in us, but more importantly, in each other – and in that way 
revive the wonderfully warm memories that will lead to a desire to give back to the MIT Crew 
Program the financial support it needs for the benefit of each new class that comes along. 
  
The end products of the projects I had in mind are two documents, each perhaps best described 
as a diary of especial interpersonal dialogue.  This one chronicles the hugely successful efforts 
by Jack Lynch, Jim Latimer and Bob Vernon to max imize the participation of their class, ’63, 
in the Reunion Row on the Charles this year. We want everyone of you to share in the 
wonderful experience this spring and summer has meant to them all, so as to motivate you to 
do likewise when your Five-Year Reunion comes up.  To culminate, for example, in two class 
boats in the Reunion Row rather than one (or less), and by association, to re-ignite your 
interest and willingness to donate more to the MIT Crew Program than you might otherwise.   
  
 
Introduction 
 
These emails chronicle the preparation for, and the afterglow from, what was obviously a very 
important event in the lives of 18 rowing alums in the Class of ’63. (The emphasis added here 
is for a reason explained later). 
 
Ken Andersen     Bill Gadzuk    Rick Metzinger 
Harvey Bines     Mike Greata   Murray Morton  
Elliott Bird     Bob Johnson    Jerry Skinner  
Denny Buss     Bob Kurtz    Bob Vernon 
Ron Cheek     Jim Latimer    John Wasserlein 
Tony Fiory     Jack Lynch    Ron Young 
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The Class of ’63 was absolutely unique in its participation in MIT’s Crew Program.  They 
were witness to the most successful four-year span in MIT’s rowing history, before or since. 
 

• As freshmen, the heavies were 2nd at the IRA (beating their coach Dick Erickson’s 
University of Washington alma mater by a length) and the light varsity was a close 3rd 
(0.5 sec) behind Princeton at the Eastern Sprints.   

 
• As sophomores, they saw the freshman lights win the Sprints, while the heavy varsity 

placed 3rd at both the Sprints and the 3-mile IRA. 
 

• As juniors, the heavy varsity defeated Princeton, Harvard, and Rutgers to win the 
Compton Cup, still the only MIT victory in the 68 year history of the event.  That year, 
too, the light freshmen were 2nd at the Sprints, and the varsity lights won (in a triple tie 
with Cornell and Navy) and went to England to compete for the Thames Challenge Cup 
(earlier won by them in ’54 and ’55) at the Henley Royal Regatta. 

 
• As seniors, the varsity heavies were again 3rd at the IRA, a scant 5 seconds away from a 

win in a 17:27 minute race. The light V and JV placed 2nd and 3rd at the Sprints, 
respectively. 

 
You will note that this chronicle begins almost a year before the main event – the Five-Year 
Reunion Row on the Charles, formally initiated in ‘97. The first twelve of these emails were 
sent in calendar 2002 and are included so as to provide the reader with an early appreciation 
for the level of dedication that infused this effort.  
 
A word about formatting.  The author and date of each email is given above the tex t, but 
usually only the first names are used to identify them (as illustrated in the first paragraph of 
this section) and, unless the email is addressed to the group as a whole, the addressee is named 
as the text begins.  Where persons outside the group are involved, a parenthetic identifying 
comment is supplied. 
 
And lastly, there are a few occasions where I feel something I can add would expand and/or 
intensify an interesting point (or add a touch of humor?). In that event, my comment is 
parenthesized and in italics, as here. 
 
Jack Frailey ‘44 
October, 2003 
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Reflections on 50+4 Years of '63 MIT Crew*  
 

Bill Gadzuk 
 

When we arrived at MIT in September, 1959, almost certainly our 
concept of MIT excellence was defined purely in terms of 
academics.  Who would have ever guessed that by the time our 
Class of ’63 graduated, the finest/fastest collegiate crews in the 
country would be us?  In fact few of us even knew what crew was 
until we stopped by the Crew “exhibit” at the athletic activities 
Midway in the Rockwell Cage during freshman orientation.  
Remember the crossed oars mounted at a certain crew-desirable 
height with the challenging sign “If you must bend over to pass 

through here, crew needs you”?  This was our introduction to the sport that became part 
of us, not just as students but for many, extending up to present times.  Here we first met 
three of the greatest positive influences in our lives, our mentors/coaches Dick Erickson, 
Jack Frailey, and Gary Zwart.  In fact their impact on us was so great that we have been 
prime movers in establishing and funding both Frailey and Zwart MIT Alumni 
endowment funds providing permanent support for the Director of Crew and the Varsity 
Lightweight coach respectively. 
 
Shortly after the Midway, roughly forty of us made our debut on the Charles safely seated 
in impossible-to-tip "barges", two crew shells strapped together with eight port oars in 
one shell and eight starboards in the other, where we first learned the techniques of 
rowing; blade handling, the slide, and the stroke [catch, drive, release, and recovery].  We 
caught our first crabs [uncontrolled diving of the blade, known to hurl a rower out of the 
boat in an intense race] and quickly developed hand blisters that metamorphized into 
protective calluses.  Upon nominal mastery of the fundamentals, we then graduated into 
the "eights" that became our second home over the next four years.  Here we ultimately 
experienced the exquisite feel of eight well synchronized oarsmen acting as a single 
entity, sitting up straight and gliding through the water as the proverbial knife slices 
through butter.  While we felt the beauty that observers saw, we also had other concerns.  
We were proud that we would be rowing against the best crews in the country, but we 
had to show not only that we could compete but also that we could excel.  From the 
original forty in 1959, the 1963 season roster of [pesky, scrawny, scrappy] lightweights 
included Dennis Buss, Ron Cheek, Mike Greata, Jack Lynch, Rick Metzinger, Lauren 
Sompayrac, Lou Taff, and cox/captain Bob Vernon.  The surviving so-called 
"lardbucket" heavies were Ken Andersen, Tony Doepken, Tony Fiory, Bob Kurtz, Jim 
Latimer, Chris Miller, Tom Taylor, John Wasserlein, Bill Weber, manager Elliot Bird, 
and coxes Roger Gans and Ron Young.  Becoming competitive meant enduring more 
conditioning and body building than ever seemed imaginable; sprints, lengthy endurance 
pieces on land and on “sea”; weights, calisthenics, rowing in the indoor tanks, what 
seemed to be breaking ice on the Charles to start spring on-water-practice as early as 
possible.  Mercifully the Concept 2 rowing machines [referred to as ergs in the trade] that 
can be found in almost any health club nowadays did not exist then so at least we were 
not subjected to the brutally honest measures of our output shown on the monitor which 
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are now a most crucial factor used by the coaches in the intra-squad competition for seats 
in the most desirable boats.  The other side of the coin is that we did not enjoy the 
benefits that the erg provides. 
 
For the lightweights, freshman year was both exhilarating and depressing.  We were one 
of the fastest freshmen lightweight boats in the country but we lost every race (Harvard 
who was the fastest was in all but one of our races).  But Sophomore year, the MIT JV 
beat the Harvard JV by over two lengths of open water so we knew something good was 
happening with MIT crew. Junior year the Lightweight Varsity was in a freakish three-
way tie for first place at the Eastern Sprints and they went to Henley England for the 
Thames Challenge Cup—a great honor for MIT sports.  Senior year was unbelievable. 
The Varsity and Junior Varsity Lightweight Crews finished the 'regular' season 
undefeated, having topped Harvard, Navy, Cornell, Penn, Princeton, Dartmouth, Yale 
and Columbia. No crew from MIT has ever duplicated this record, either before or after. 
Both the varsity and JV lost the Eastern Sprints by the tiniest of margins to Cornell, but 
went on to win their respective races at the American Henley Regatta. Over the course of 
the entire season, the Lightweight Varsity beat 17 competitors, losing to only one.  This 
honor in all honesty has to be shared with the class of ’64.  They did win the Eastern 
Sprints Regatta their Freshman year and then joined the class of ’63 oarsmen for the next 
two years to create a dynamic rowing environment at MIT.  Both classes attribute their 
success to the extraordinary coaching and inspiration of Gary Zwart, who after coaching 
the ’64 freshman became the lightweight varsity coach. 
 
The formidable heavies had unprecedented successes throughout our years.  We started 
with freshman silver in 1960 followed both in 1961 and 63 with varsity bronze in the 
national collegiate IRA championship races against the Ivies and perennial  powerhouse 
crews from schools such as Cal, Navy, Syracuse, Washington, and Wisconsin.  One of 
the most iconic victories in the annals of MIT crew was our 1962 win over Harvard, 
Princeton, and Rutgers for the Compton Cup, established in 1934 to honor MIT President 
Karl T. Compton.  This still remains MIT's only triumph in this cup competition.  One of 
our final triumphs took place in June 1963 in the American Henley on Lake Saratoga 
against not only great college crews but also the finest club crews.  The victory over the 
perennial Olympic-contending Vesper Boat Club of Philadelphia [well known for its ties 
with Grace Kelly's family] was particularly sweet since Vesper is widely regarded as the 
finest of them all.  It was a great way to end our highly successful undergraduate rowing 
adventures for which we owe much to our coaches Dick and Jack.  
 
Our organized MIT crew involvement lay dormant for many years until 1998, the year of 
our 35th reunion.  One of us received the following cryptic telephone call in May '98 that 
opened: "Bill? Lauren, port or starboard?"  What initiated this call was a new aspect of 
MIT Reunions, the Reunion Row, in which the classes would try to put together a class 
crew to participate in a short [500 m] fun race between reuniting classes.  The call was 
from Lauren Sompayrac who was trying to assemble our first ever boat and the question 
pertained to which side Bill rowed.  We were elated at this chance to relive some 
cherished youthful moments, Lauren succeeded  in putting together more than one boat, 
and we had a great [victorious!] time, duplicated in '03 and '08, actually doing what we 
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did back then, not just talking about it.  This watershed moment ignited a passion for 
reinvolvement in MIT crew.  One new aspect was now possible since the IRA had added 
an Olympic 2000m Alumni Masters race to the regatta.  Five members of the surviving 
1963 crew, Ken, TonyF, Jim, BobK, and BobV augmented by Harvey Bines and Bill 
Gadzuk [and "other class'" stalwarts such as Ken Blanchard '61, Dick Millman '62, Bob 
Wild '64, Jim Falender '65, Jesse Lipcon '65, and Murray Morton] raced as the MIT entry 
for eight years from 1998 to 2008, always as the by-far-elder statesman of the field by at 
least ~15 years.  While we never outright won, we like to point out that we always 
finished first in our age group.  This spirited reconnection has been reflected in the 
dominant presence of '63 in crew Alumni events [including endowments and gifts to 
MIT!] and we have been so grateful for this opportunity to return to our roots.  As the 
title of Jack Lynch's inspirational book so aptly put it, NICE ROW MIT.  
------------------------------- 
*On the occasion of the MIT Class of 1963 – 50th Reunion, June 6-9, 2013 
  
gadzuk@alum.mit.edu 
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The Old and the New

Left to right: (front) MIT Lightweights: Raphael Peterson (’10), Ryan Daspit (’09), Olga Botvin-
nik (cox, ’10), Aaron Blankstein (co-captain, ’10), Russell Ryan (’09), Andres Camarena (’10),
Ryan Flynn (’10), Bill Garthwaite (co-captain, ’08). (back) MIT Alumni Masters: Bob Vernon
(cox, ’63), Ken Blanchard (’61), Jim Falender (’65), Murray Morton (’63), Dick Millman (’62),
Bill Gadzuk (’63), Bob Kurtz (’63), Bob Wild (’64), Tony Fiory (stroke, ’63).

——————————————————————————————

It was great to mix it up with the student crews and to hope that our involvement gave them add-
ed reason to believe that a rowing life can cover a long time.  As noted by Ed Hewitt in his
report   www.row2k.com on the Saturday finals: “Masters’ Eights from Syracuse, Cornell,
Brown, Penn, Navy, MIT - - these guys have become the stalwarts of the IRA masters’ race.
The race has folks from their 20s into their 80s and the rowing isn’t half bad for guys almost as
old as I am.”

Taking advantage of modern advances in orthopedics, cardiology and the like, we look forward
to yet another IRA in 2008 where a new record for the most well-seasoned crew should be
established once again. 

Operationally, our commodore and stroke Tony Fiory was a hero.  He took care of all the official 
and not-so-official arrangements and gave us good weather for a change!  We also benefited
greatly from the enthusiastic support of Coach Tony Kilbridge.  
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Making the Varsity 
 

                                                            Bob Kurtz 
 
As a kid growing up in New York, a 
mediocre runner in high school, and the 
first in my family to go to a national 
university, I had no idea what I could do 
in athletics, until my dad, a champion 
boxer in his youth and a baseball fanatic, 
recommended crew. No idea where that 
came from, but I loved my father, 
believed him, and was he ever right.  
Having missed freshman fall in the 
barges, I felt lucky to get into the third 

boat, and figured that would be my crew career. I figured if I hung on all four years, the 
coach, out of pity, might let me row once in the varsity by senior year and give me a 
letter. That's the way things went until spring vacation junior year.  My rise was triggered 
by my friend Ken Andersen, my opposite in background, upbringing, and physique. 
Somehow we bonded, and Ken's tendency to needle me, at least matched by mine to 
needle him, got me tremendously energized, and vice versa. Our iconic experience came 
in spring vacation, when Coach Jack Frailey set the JV against the varsity. Ken and I 
rowed in the JV. Towards the end of a practice session Jack made us do eleven quarter-
mile wind sprints, which nearly wiped me out. Coach was trying to settle which boat, and 
which oarsmen within each boat, would make the fastest varsity. Ken and I were the least 
likely varsity candidates, so all oarsmen and pairs were shifted from the JV to the varsity 
and back. The JV won every race, until at the end, Jack switched me and Ken into the 
varsity, whereupon the varsity started and continued to win. Ken and I remained in the 
varsity until after our first win, whereupon Jack ran the same process, with the same 
results. Each week, Ken and I had to re-win our varsity places, and each week the varsity 
won its race, including the first and only Compton Cup (v. Harvard, Princeton, Rutgers) 
MIT has ever won (note Escher-like picture within picture above with RK, Ken, and Dick 
Millman '62 serving as their own "background" at 2012 Crew Alumni Day brunch).  
Subsequently we then won the Cochrane Cup.  Aside from the incredible thrill this gave 
us, what significance did it have for the future? For the rest of my professional life, the 
laser-like focus required to make the heavyweight crew varsity, over and over, and then 
win races, was burned into my brain. It directly inspired me to keep studying night after 
night in medical school, to stay up night after night in residency, to come fresh to the 
Operating Room even at 4 AM over four decades, and not complain but to function at full 
blast. If I ever felt like flagging, I thought of those wind sprints with Ken and knew, if I 
were to bear down, I could do it.  That rowing experience changed, guided, elevated, 
enriched, and challenged my whole life. I think it was worth it. 
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On MIT Class of '63 Lightweight Crew 
 

Bob Vernon 
 
One can argue that a new era of Lightweight Rowing at MIT - the finest in its history - 
began quietly when in the fall of 1958 a young graduate student, Gerrit "Gary" Zwart, 
arrived on campus intent on earning a degree in Architecture from MIT. 
  
Perhaps his arrival was not quiet enough because Zwart was quickly recruited by Head 
Coach Jack Frailey to coach MIT's freshman lightweights. Turns out that Gary had 
coached Dartmouth College's Varsity Lightweights while still an undergraduate there, so 
his reputation as a rowing coach preceded his enrollment at MIT. 
  
The rest of the story is found in the record books. Gary's first freshman crew (the Class 
of '62) finished fifth in the country in the spring of 1959. A year later, our Class of '63 
freshman lightweights finished third, and in the spring of 1961 his Class of '64 freshmen 
accomplished what no other MIT freshman crew had ever achieved: Freshman 
Lightweight National Champions.  
  
It was fitting that Gary was promoted to become coach of MIT's Varsity Lightweights in 
the fall of 1961, with his first three freshman crews now Sophomores, Juniors and 
Seniors. The Lightweights wasted no time in achieving national prominence. In the 
spring of 1962 - Gary's first year as Varsity Coach - his crew achieved an unprecedented 
3-way tie, sharing the national lightweight title with legendary crews from Cornell and the 
United States Naval Academy. In our senior year, 1963, MIT's Lightweights beat 
seventeen opponents, losing to only one. Six more winning seasons followed so that 
when Zwart finally retired from coaching in 1969, he left behind a career record which is 
unparalleled in the entire history of rowing at MIT. 
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Our classmate Bob Vernon was Coxswain of the 1962 Lightweights and, in his senior 
year, both Coxswain and Captain. (Bob can only describe his being at MIT during the 
Zwart era as his "greatest blessing.") Bob has written two extensive memoirs about 
MIT's 1962 and 1963 Lightweights. Though too voluminous for this book, both are 
available on the Class of 1963 website. 
  
The first, A Henley Memoir, recounts the arrival of Gary Zwart at MIT, leading up to the 
Lightweight's co-national championship in 1962 and their subsequent entry into 
England's Henley Royal Regatta. (It is followed by a pictorial account of that entire 
crew's return to Henley to celebrate a 45th Reunion in 2007.) The Link to A Henley 
Memoir is:  
 
 http://1963.alumclass.mit.edu/s/1314/clubs-classes-
interior.aspx?sid=1314&gid=54&pgid=2988 
  
The second journal, The 1963 Season, documents the "winningest" season in the entire 
history of rowing at MIT. It concludes with the Lightweight's victory over the Canadian 
National Lightweight Champions at the American Henley Regatta just after our 
class graduated in June 1963. The Link to that journal is: 
  
http://1963.alumclass.mit.edu/s/1314/clubs-classes-
interior.aspx?sid=1314&gid=54&pgid=2989 
  
Thanks to the support of classmate Ron Young '63, both journals are available in low-
resolution HTML versions. However, higher resolution and much more readable PDFs 
are also available for download at the same Links. 
 
 

                    
 
Biglin Bowl victors, April 27, 1963.  Left to right, back row: Mark Barron '64, Herb 
Herrmann '64, Pete Staecker '64, Ron Cheek '63, Dennis Buss '63, Rick Metzinger '63, 
John Proctor '65, and Mike Greata '63.  Front: Bob Vernon '63. 
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Publication Date: February 28, 2008  
This memoir, written by a Junior Varsity oarsman from the class of 1963, relates how a squad of 
unathletic kids at a non jock school carrying the normal heavy academic work load that all MIT 
students carry somehow managed to live up to a legendary sprint and in their senior year became 
the "lightweight crew to beat." In the telling of the story we catch a glimpse of what life at MIT 
is like as well as see how competitive intercollegiate athletics can be integrated with serious 
academic studies. 
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The following story, written by Jack Lynch, was extracted from 
his book, "Nice Row MIT" (Aventine Press, ©2008) and is used with 
permission. 

 

Our first race was with Harvard. It had been five years since the MIT lightweights had beaten Harvard; 
before those two unusual years in the mid fifties, MIT almost never beat Harvard. But Coach was optimistic. 
He told us that our course times were very good, but he warned us that seven out of eight of the Harvard 
first boat rowed in prep school. We had to fight our lack of experience by keeping our heads cool. On the 
Friday before the race, we had an official weighing in. A race official, a representative from Harvard, and, of 
course, our coach witnessed each oarsman’s turn on the scale. There was no problem; in fact, we were two 
pounds under the 150-pound maximum average weight limit, and I was the only person approaching 155 
pounds, the individual maximum weight. 

The races were on the Charles River and were scheduled for the middle of Saturday afternoon, so there 
would likely be some wind and minor waves. The Metropolitan District Commission (MDC) police had 
requested that all sailboats stay clear of the racecourse, which started about three-eighths of a mile east of 
Harvard Bridge, right smack in the middle of the Charles River basin where the sailboats like to sail. The 
MDC also kept motorboats moving very slowly so that they produced very little wake during our races.  

I was too busy with schoolwork to think about my first race. My spring semester midterm grades were 
all D’s again, although I was less worried than I had been the first semester. My calculus recitation instructor 
had volunteered to help me once a week for a few weeks, and his confidence in me and friendship towards 
me was the only informal contact I’d had with anyone on the staff at MIT. However, starting on the 
Thursday before the race, I had diarrhea. I needed to go to the bathroom every hour or so. This continued 
throughout the day on Saturday as well. I was worried about making it through the race. 

Before the race, we met in the boathouse in a nook outside the locker room. Sompayrac, our stroke, was 
missing, but Greata said he was here somewhere and went to find him. Sompayrac was found in the 
bathroom—he had had constipation for several days! I don’t know how the issue was resolved, but 
Sompayrac was able to row with us. We were wearing our first official racing shirts and shorts, and Gary 
assured us that the athletic department would replace the shirt should we lose it. He explained that it was 
customary for the coxswains to bet shirts for the entire boat just before the beginning of the race. After the 
race, all the boats would come into the host college’s dock (our dock this time), and each oarsman would be 
expected to find the person who rowed the same seat in the winning boat and give him his racing shirt. There 
were not very many trophy shirts in the rooms of oarsmen at MIT and our plain gray shirts with red lettering 
couldn’t be too prized by our competitors. We actually did look like a college team, nonetheless, when we 
were sitting in the nook listening to Coach but since it was cold outside we decided to put on our motley 
collection of faded sweatshirts over our racing shirts until race time.  

Coach had only a few words for us: “I know that you guys might feel intimidated by Harvard since their 
freshmen have won the Sprints for the last three years.” (The Sprints are the Eastern Association of Rowing 
Colleges (EARC) Sprints that for the lightweights are the final race in which all the member colleges 
compete.) “I know that their first frosh boat has seven experienced oarsmen, but I also know that you guys 
have been working hard, and I think you’re the fastest boat I have ever coached, and you can beat them. You 
are going to have to row your own race. They are probably going to row at a 32 or a 33, and you have to 
ignore them. I want you to row at a 30. Bob, I’m counting on you to help Lauren keep that pace. I’m afraid 
that if you row higher you will have problems setting up the boat and you may just poop out at the end. At 
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the 40-more sprint you take it up slowly to a 36 but no higher. Remember that Harvard always has a great 
start, so don’t be surprised if they get a half-length on you during the first 30 seconds of the race. You will get 
it back, and I think you can gain at least a half a length back during the sprint. Make it a good race and good 
luck guys.” 

Gary said this all in the same quiet unaffected manner that a father might use in saying a few words to 
his daughter on her wedding day. I was thankful he didn't give us rah-rah enthusiasm or platitudes. We were a 
serious dedicated bunch of guys, even if we were as green as peas, and I felt Gary respected us while 
recognizing our limitations. 

We then went down stairs to put our boat in the water, and I noted that the nearby shore had a small 
crowd of spectators. I was sure they were mostly Harvard students since most MIT students didn’t even 
know we had a crew. When we pushed off from the dock we looked as grubby as we usually did in our old 
sweat gear, while the Harvard boat looked very smart in their crimson rowing shirts as they rowed by our 
dock on the way to the starting line. The racecourse ended close to the MIT dock, near BU Bridge, so we had 
to row downstream to the start. We practiced some starts and a sprint along the way and took a few “big 
tens,” meaning we rowed hard for ten strokes but kept the stroke at a 30, our designated racing cadence. 
Mostly we rowed on the paddle, and sometimes we rowed with just four at a time to practice our precision. 

The start was about half a mile east of the Harvard Bridge, that is, towards the Science Museum and the 
ocean. Three small boats, the called “stake boats,” were anchored at the start. As we converged there with the 
Harvard boat, the Harvard cox shouted to us, “Shirts MIT?” Vernon shouted back, “Yes, shirts Harvard!” 
We were now set to back our boats into position so that a young man in a stake boat could hold on to our 
boat until the race started. There was a little bit of current and some wind, so it was a bit tricky to get lined up 
heading in exactly the right direction. Vernon had the two bow starboard guys, the bowman and me, take a 
few gentle strokes that swung our boat to port. Luckily the wind and current were not too bad but since we 
had never done this before it seemed quite challenging to get the Harvard boat lined up at the same time we 
were. The official starter for the race, who was in an official’s motor launch, told each coxswain to put a hand 
up in the air and leave it there until his boat was lined up. He said that when both coxswains’ hands were 
down he would start the race. If the boat drifted, the cox should raise his hand again and quickly make a 
correction. I found this very nerve-wracking. I was already nervous as hell and just wanted the race to start. 

Vernon shouted to us, “My hand is down! My hand is down! Sit at the top of your slide! Be ready to 
start! When I hit my knockers twice, take the stroke down.” Vernon steered the boat holding a wooden grip 
attached to ropes that controlled the tiller behind him. He knocked those wooden grips against the side of the 
boat — at a support structure, not the thin shell—making a loud noise that even I could easily hear in the 
bow. (Most often he used these knockers to get our attention rather than using them to designate a specific 
message.) The official starter shouted, “I’m going to start the race! Are you ready!” He paused, “Ready all!” 
Then after another eternal seeming pause, “Row!” 

The first two strokes using just our legs were smooth and powerful. We were even with Harvard. On the 
third stroke we tipped slightly to starboard and someone’s port blade missed some water and made a big 
splash and we now lurched to the port side. It took us ten more strokes to settle things out. After ten more 
strokes, Harvard was three-fourths of a length in front of us and I was totally exhausted. I had never been 
this tired. Finally Vernon hit the knockers and told us to take the stroke down to a 30. But lowering the 
stroke didn’t help. I was totally out of breath. I wanted the race to end right then. I couldn’t believe that we 
had been racing for less than a minute and had six more minutes to go. This was the stupidest thing I had 
ever done. I decided never to do it again. I was going to quit crew as soon as the race was over. I couldn’t quit 
then and let the other guys down, but if I were in this alone, I knew I would have just stopped rowing. I 
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wouldn’t care about the public humiliation. I just was not a jock and I was not built for this stuff. I didn’t 
have the strength and I didn’t have the endurance. I couldn’t believe I ever thought I could do this. This was 
totally stupid. I couldn’t stand the pain. Every muscle hurt and I couldn’t breathe. All I could think about was 
quitting. 

Then I heard knockers and Vernon was shouting, “Weigh enough,” We drifted forward, and Vernon 
had to have the port side take a few strokes so that we didn’t run up on shore. Everybody in the boat was 
silent. I couldn’t remember a thing about the race. The Harvard cox shouted over to us, “Nice row, MIT.” 
They must have won. No one in our boat was talking, and we went back to our dock. By the time we had our 
boat put away the Harvard boat had pulled up to our dock to meet us. I found the Harvard three man. 
Although he was six feet tall, he looked to be the shortest of them all. I walked up to him, shook his hand and 
said, “Nice race.” I didn’t know what else to say, and I assumed he had nothing else to say to me. It didn’t 
occur to me that this was a freshman student who was also making his way through a place very different 
from anything to which he had been exposed. I never thought to ask him what it was like to row with a 
school and coach that never lost. I thought of him as an athlete, or rather the persona of an athlete, and I just 
wanted to slink away. 

Coach told us to meet with him upstairs. He told us that we rowed a great race. Apparently, we took the 
stroke down just as he wanted. He said our start was terrible but that was something we could work on. He 
said that never during the race had Harvard gained open water on us. That meant there was never a gap 
between the end of their boat and the beginning of ours. Apparently, early in the race, they had just about a 
full length over us, but in the middle of the race, we gained half a length back. Although our sprint was good 
it was about the same as theirs, and we finished behind Harvard by half a length—about two seconds. Coach 
said we had done better than any MIT boat in the last five years and that we would have ample chance to 
improve and beat Harvard in the upcoming weeks. The JV and varsity races followed ours. Both MIT boats 
came in last with more than a length of open water between them and Harvard. 

 

 

Most Helpful Customer Reviews 
5.0 out of 5 stars You nailed it, Jack Lynch! June 28, 2010  
By Lauren Sompayrac  
Jack Lynch really nailed it in "Nice Row, M.I.T." His exciting story of M.I.T.'s quest for a 
national rowing championship, as told by an oarsman who was the original "98-pound weakling" 
when he joined the team, is fascinating as well as amusing. I would recommend this little book 
for anyone interested in taking up rowing at the high school or college level, and it is a must-read 
for freshmen oarsmen and oarswomen at M.I.T. 
 
In "Nice, Row, M.I.T.," Lynch also opens an informative window into the lives of students who 
are competing at the highest level of intercollegiate sport, yet who also are striving for academic 
excellence at a school which values academics above all else. Consequently, this book would be 
enlightening reading for parents of athletes who are attending M.I.T. or any other first-rate 
college. 
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yOu CAN gO H0ME AgAiN:

MiT '63 ROWS THE 2003 iRA
by Elizabeth Wild

In the annals of rowing at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a school more often associated with slide 
rules than sport, the 1963 heavyweight eight ranks near the top.  The climactic moment in the team's history 
was their upset victory over the Vesper Boat Club at the American Henley Regatta in Saratoga, New York, on 
June 8, 1963.  Winners would take home modest pewter bowls embossed with an American eagle perched over 
two crossed oars and engraved with the dates, "1863-1963," marking the one hundredth anniversary of orga-
nized rowing in the United States.  The distinguished Vesper crew from Philadelphia was the favorite. They 
had represented the United States in the Olympics as far back as 1900, when they won the fi rst Olympics eights 
contest in Paris, and would take the gold again the following year at the Tokyo Olympics.
 
But at Saratoga MIT prevailed.  They 
came out strong at the start and main-
tained the lead over the 2000 meter 
course, fending off both Vesper and 
St.Catherine's, the Canadian National 
Champions, to fi nish the course a full 
boat length ahead of the pack.  "MIT 
First Modern College to Win the Henley," 
trumpeted headlines in The Saratogan 
two days later.  The reporter described 
MIT as the "surprise winner" and ex-
tolled the way “the smooth, low-stroking 
MIT crew" had taken "the measure of the 
second-place Vesper." 

"We were stupefi ed," recalled Bob Wild 
in an interview forty years later.  Wild 
had rowed the number seven seat in the winning boat, behind the stroke.  "We were just a bunch of young kids. 
College kids never beat Vesper.  Their guys were fi ve or six years older.  And their thighs were huge!"  As was 
the custom at the time, MIT won the shirts of the astonished losers,  mementos of the race that would be pulled 
out of attic trunks over the years with a degree of reverence usually accorded religious relics. 

The attempt to get an MlIT crew back together in 2003 to compete in the Masters Division of the IRA was the 
brainchild of Bill Gadzuk, an ex-rower from MIT and a physicist with the government in Washington, DC.   At 
a meeting in Seattle in March, 2001, Gadzuk bumped into his former teammate, Tony Fiory.  He suggested that 
they drop in on their old freshman coach, Dick Erickson, retired from his coaching career at the University of 
Washington but still director of athletic facilities there.  Erickson was  delighted to see Gadzuk and Fiory and 
took them on a grand tour of the Husky boathouse, reminiscing about his years at MIT.

As a graduate student at Harvard, Erickson had coached MIT's fi rst-year crew for three years, whipping them 
into shape before passing them along to the varsity coach, Jack Frailey.  Returning to his alma mater in Wash-
ington, Erickson had presided over a celebrated string of Husky victories in the 70's and 80's and had taken his 
winning teams to England, Switzerland, and Egypt.  He had created and developed one of the fi rst women’s  
crew programs in the country, fondly known as Dick’s Chicks.  Popular and unconventional, Erickson was

Jim Falender, Jim Latimer, Ken Andersen, Jack Frailey, Bob Wild, Jesse Lipcon, Tony Fiory, Bill Gadzuk 
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Chris Miller, working for the General Electric Medical Division in Madison, Wisconsin; Bob Wild, a pension 
and benefi ts attorney at a law fi rm in Rochester, New York; Jim Falender, retired as vice-president at Owens-
Coming and now a physics professor at Central Michigan State; Sam Drake, a mechanical engineering professor 
at the University of Utah; Marty Poe from Iowa, a retired administrator from the National Science Foundation; 
and Ken Andersen, a software salesman for a computer company headquartered in Boston.  Bill Weber, who 
had won the nationals in the fours in 1963, sent his regrets from California.  Fortunately Jim Latimer, a '63 JV, 
stepped in to fi ll the gap.  Latimer rowed competitively when he could get time away from Mitre Corporation in 
Boston.

Coach Frailey, still active in rowing circles in his late seventies and a crusader for rowing at MIT in spite of 
lukewarm support from the administration, agreed to come down from Boston and offer suggestions from the 
sidelines.  A slight, intense man with a dry sense of humor, Frailey warned his old team, “You can count on 
hearing my dulcet tones once again.”  He would arrive at the competition armed with a sheaf of charts and 
graphs documenting the ups and downs of MIT crews since the fi fties and hopeful he could stir up alumni sup-
port for the current program. 

Rowing is not a sport for the faint-hearted.  In a typical race eight oarsmen guided by a coxswain, propel a 200 
pound racing shell over a 2000 meter course in fi ve-and-a- half to six minutes.   At top speed, rowing a punish-
ing 34 to 36 strokes a minute, oarsmen fi nd themselves gasping for air.  They quickly exhaust their stores of 
oxygen.  Muscles burn from the build-up of lactic acid.  At the same time they must keep the shell in perfect 
balance, a feat writer Craig Lambert has likened in his book, Mind Over Water to “sitting on a sixty foot ski.”  
They can’t dig too deep in the water or raise an oar too high.  Strokes must stay crisp.  Oars must slice the water 
in perfect unison.  With everything in sync, rowing becomes arguably one of the purest expressions of team-
work in all of sport.

“It’s hard to describe the feeling,” said Wild.  “Rowing is unique. Physically it’s hard to get eight people syn-
chronized while engaged in an activity combining both aerobics and strength.  When it works, you become one.  
Personal differences don’t matter.  You’re utterly dependent on everyone else.  Making it work gives an im-
mense feeling of satisfaction.

Paradoxically, to onlookers on the shore, rowing looks boring.  “Show me photos of your grandchildren and I’ll 
retaliate with my crew pictures,” quipped Jim Latimer.  Crowds on the sidelines peer through binoculars at dis-
tant boats far down the river inching forward like foreshortened centipedes.  An observer on a motorboat trail-
ing the race describes its progress over a scratchy loudspeaker.  Spectators are unaware of any shifts of strategy. 
Mind-numbing, lung-searing efforts are lost on fans.  They see no standouts or superstars.  No grand victory 
gestures mark the end of the race. Faceless athletes collapse over their oars in exhaustion.  Minutes later another 
set of boats appears on the course.  Because of the physical challenge rowing presents, those participating in the 
IRA must sign a waiver stating that they have “received proper training” and are “in good shape for this task.”  
The potential dangers of the sport were graphically spelled out in a postmortem report written in 1871 and 
widely circulated in the medical community, soon after the mid-race death of a famous 29-year-old British oars-
man, James Renforth, in the small Canadian  community in New Brunswick that now bears his name.  Doctors 
noted lungs “engorged with blood” and stated the cause of death as “over-exertion, combined with great mental 
excitement.”  During the competition on the Kennebecais River, Renforth had collapsed, falling backward onto 
the arms of a teammate, angering spectators on the shore who thought he was deliberately throwing the race.  

Pre-race conditioning is very important for a boatload of men in their early sixties.  During the weeks and 
months preceding the competition, the ‘63 crew struggled to meet ambitious goals.  They practiced on er-
gometers, stationary machines designed to simulate the rowing experience.  Lipcon, the cox, vowed to get his 
weight down to 130.  Wild upped his dumb bells from fi fty to sixty pounds.  “I’ve been to the GE Fatness (or is 
it fi tness) Center,” reported Miller.  Falender biked twenty-fi ve miles around the lake near his home a number 
of times and had been “very conscientious about running every day (not very fast except when being chased by 
dogs)”.  Rowing and longevity seem to go hand in hand.  A 1972 study in the Journal of the American Medical 
Association reported that rowers from Harvard and Yale lived an average of 6.3 years longer than random

beloved by local sports reporters, students, colleagues, and fans alike.  Wearing his trademark sunglasses, fl ip-
fl ops and “W” hat, a white towel draped over his shoulders (he eschewed any dress code and rumor had it he 
once allowed a male crew to practice in the nude), Erickson held forth with the press in fl owery prose, describ-
ing a race as “a showdown of epic proportions,” or a successful rowing :fi gure who went “from the outhouse to 
the penthouse.” Often on the night before an event, Erickson could be found in the boathouse sleeping soundly 
on a stack of battered Husky cushions.

Erickson knew that his sport was about more than racing a shell up and down the Charles River.  It was about 
exploring limits, discovering potential, even having fun.  He had the crew take their shells into the Boston har-
bor, rowing up next to the US Constitution and a giant aircraft carrier moored there.  He introduced a teammate 
who had beat the Russians at Leningrad, his neck wreathed in medals.  He insisted that no one stint on his stud-
ies, however.  Practices were kept short. “Rowing is your second priority,” he cautioned.  But for many looking 
back on their years at MIT, it was the hours on the Charles that counted most. 

With great sadness Gadzuk and Fiory learned of Erickson’s sudden death from a heart attack in July, 2001, only 
four months after their memorable visit.  The germ of an idea began to form in Gadzuk’s mind. On his frequent 
fl ights commuting between Boston and Washington, he could look down on the Cooper River, which threads its 
course six miles east of Philadelphia, the site of the annual Intercollegiate Rowing Association national col-
legiate championship competition in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.  Every year a handful of alumni boats compete 
in the Masters Division of the IRA, which is open to anyone thirty or over.  Schools often mine their ranks for 
rowing talent, stocking the boat with winners from the nationals or ex-Olympians.  The fortieth anniversary of 
the American  Henley race was coming up in 2003.  Could Gadzuk convince the team that had catapulted to 
fame at Saratoga to reassemble as a tribute to their former freshman coach?  Waxing philosophical after Erick-
son’s unexpected death, he wrote to members of the 1963 varsity eight:  “We should do today that which we 
can, for who knows what tomorrow will be like.”

Soon emails were fl ying back and forth among the 1963 crew, many of whom had neither seen each other nor 
been in a shell since graduation.  Short by only one man, the Henley boat was fi nally reassembled.  Tony 
Fiory, a physics professor from the New Jersey Institute of Technology took on the job of coordinator along 
with Jesse Lipcon, the former coxswain, recently retired from Compaq and currently coaching high school 
crews in Wayland and Weston, Massachusetts.  Together they tracked down the rest of their teammates:
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Chris Miller, working for the General Electric Medical Division in Madison, Wisconsin; Bob Wild, a pension 
and benefi ts attorney at a law fi rm in Rochester, New York; Jim Falender, retired as vice-president at Owens-
Coming and now a physics professor at Central Michigan State; Sam Drake, a mechanical engineering professor 
at the University of Utah; Marty Poe from Iowa, a retired administrator from the National Science Foundation; 
and Ken Andersen, a software salesman for a computer company headquartered in Boston.  Bill Weber, who 
had won the nationals in the fours in 1963, sent his regrets from California.  Fortunately Jim Latimer, a '63 JV, 
stepped in to fi ll the gap.  Latimer rowed competitively when he could get time away from Mitre Corporation in 
Boston.

Coach Frailey, still active in rowing circles in his late seventies and a crusader for rowing at MIT in spite of 
lukewarm support from the administration, agreed to come down from Boston and offer suggestions from the 
sidelines.  A slight, intense man with a dry sense of humor, Frailey warned his old team, “You can count on 
hearing my dulcet tones once again.”  He would arrive at the competition armed with a sheaf of charts and 
graphs documenting the ups and downs of MIT crews since the fi fties and hopeful he could stir up alumni sup-
port for the current program. 

Rowing is not a sport for the faint-hearted.  In a typical race eight oarsmen guided by a coxswain, propel a 200 
pound racing shell over a 2000 meter course in fi ve-and-a- half to six minutes.   At top speed, rowing a punish-
ing 34 to 36 strokes a minute, oarsmen fi nd themselves gasping for air.  They quickly exhaust their stores of 
oxygen.  Muscles burn from the build-up of lactic acid.  At the same time they must keep the shell in perfect 
balance, a feat writer Craig Lambert has likened in his book, Mind Over Water to “sitting on a sixty foot ski.”  
They can’t dig too deep in the water or raise an oar too high.  Strokes must stay crisp.  Oars must slice the water 
in perfect unison.  With everything in sync, rowing becomes arguably one of the purest expressions of team-
work in all of sport.

“It’s hard to describe the feeling,” said Wild.  “Rowing is unique. Physically it’s hard to get eight people syn-
chronized while engaged in an activity combining both aerobics and strength.  When it works, you become one.  
Personal differences don’t matter.  You’re utterly dependent on everyone else.  Making it work gives an im-
mense feeling of satisfaction.

Paradoxically, to onlookers on the shore, rowing looks boring.  “Show me photos of your grandchildren and I’ll 
retaliate with my crew pictures,” quipped Jim Latimer.  Crowds on the sidelines peer through binoculars at dis-
tant boats far down the river inching forward like foreshortened centipedes.  An observer on a motorboat trail-
ing the race describes its progress over a scratchy loudspeaker.  Spectators are unaware of any shifts of strategy. 
Mind-numbing, lung-searing efforts are lost on fans.  They see no standouts or superstars.  No grand victory 
gestures mark the end of the race. Faceless athletes collapse over their oars in exhaustion.  Minutes later another 
set of boats appears on the course.  Because of the physical challenge rowing presents, those participating in the 
IRA must sign a waiver stating that they have “received proper training” and are “in good shape for this task.”  
The potential dangers of the sport were graphically spelled out in a postmortem report written in 1871 and 
widely circulated in the medical community, soon after the mid-race death of a famous 29-year-old British oars-
man, James Renforth, in the small Canadian  community in New Brunswick that now bears his name.  Doctors 
noted lungs “engorged with blood” and stated the cause of death as “over-exertion, combined with great mental 
excitement.”  During the competition on the Kennebecais River, Renforth had collapsed, falling backward onto 
the arms of a teammate, angering spectators on the shore who thought he was deliberately throwing the race.  

Pre-race conditioning is very important for a boatload of men in their early sixties.  During the weeks and 
months preceding the competition, the ‘63 crew struggled to meet ambitious goals.  They practiced on er-
gometers, stationary machines designed to simulate the rowing experience.  Lipcon, the cox, vowed to get his 
weight down to 130.  Wild upped his dumb bells from fi fty to sixty pounds.  “I’ve been to the GE Fatness (or is 
it fi tness) Center,” reported Miller.  Falender biked twenty-fi ve miles around the lake near his home a number 
of times and had been “very conscientious about running every day (not very fast except when being chased by 
dogs)”.  Rowing and longevity seem to go hand in hand.  A 1972 study in the Journal of the American Medical 
Association reported that rowers from Harvard and Yale lived an average of 6.3 years longer than random

beloved by local sports reporters, students, colleagues, and fans alike.  Wearing his trademark sunglasses, fl ip-
fl ops and “W” hat, a white towel draped over his shoulders (he eschewed any dress code and rumor had it he 
once allowed a male crew to practice in the nude), Erickson held forth with the press in fl owery prose, describ-
ing a race as “a showdown of epic proportions,” or a successful rowing :fi gure who went “from the outhouse to 
the penthouse.” Often on the night before an event, Erickson could be found in the boathouse sleeping soundly 
on a stack of battered Husky cushions.

Erickson knew that his sport was about more than racing a shell up and down the Charles River.  It was about 
exploring limits, discovering potential, even having fun.  He had the crew take their shells into the Boston har-
bor, rowing up next to the US Constitution and a giant aircraft carrier moored there.  He introduced a teammate 
who had beat the Russians at Leningrad, his neck wreathed in medals.  He insisted that no one stint on his stud-
ies, however.  Practices were kept short. “Rowing is your second priority,” he cautioned.  But for many looking 
back on their years at MIT, it was the hours on the Charles that counted most. 

With great sadness Gadzuk and Fiory learned of Erickson’s sudden death from a heart attack in July, 2001, only 
four months after their memorable visit.  The germ of an idea began to form in Gadzuk’s mind. On his frequent 
fl ights commuting between Boston and Washington, he could look down on the Cooper River, which threads its 
course six miles east of Philadelphia, the site of the annual Intercollegiate Rowing Association national col-
legiate championship competition in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.  Every year a handful of alumni boats compete 
in the Masters Division of the IRA, which is open to anyone thirty or over.  Schools often mine their ranks for 
rowing talent, stocking the boat with winners from the nationals or ex-Olympians.  The fortieth anniversary of 
the American  Henley race was coming up in 2003.  Could Gadzuk convince the team that had catapulted to 
fame at Saratoga to reassemble as a tribute to their former freshman coach?  Waxing philosophical after Erick-
son’s unexpected death, he wrote to members of the 1963 varsity eight:  “We should do today that which we 
can, for who knows what tomorrow will be like.”

Soon emails were fl ying back and forth among the 1963 crew, many of whom had neither seen each other nor 
been in a shell since graduation.  Short by only one man, the Henley boat was fi nally reassembled.  Tony 
Fiory, a physics professor from the New Jersey Institute of Technology took on the job of coordinator along 
with Jesse Lipcon, the former coxswain, recently retired from Compaq and currently coaching high school 
crews in Wayland and Weston, Massachusetts.  Together they tracked down the rest of their teammates:

MIT 1963 Heavyweight Crew Reunion, Cherry Hill, N.J.  Pre-Race Photo Op, May 31, 2003

Marty Poe, Jim Latimer, Ken Andersen, Bill Gadzuk, Tony Fiory, Jesse Lipcon, Bob Wild, Jim Falender, Sam Drake 
Marty Poe, Jim Latimer, Ken Andersen, Bill Gadzuk, Tony Fiory, Jesse Lipcon, Bob Wild, Jim Falender, Sam Drake
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control groups.  The oldest oarsman to  compete  successfully in an Olympics was an Englishman named Guy 
Nichols, who won a gold medal in 1908 at age 41.  In 1917 sixty-six year old James A. Ten Eyck, the oarsman 
whose name adorns the trophy cup at the IRA, rowed from Syracuse to New York City, just to prove he was 
"still there."  In 1964 the entire Harvard crew from 1914, including the spare, showed up to race at the Brit-
ish Henley, the fi ftieth reunion of their winning the Grand Challenge Cup; their average age was seventy-two.  
Wags joked that the frustrated spare didn't make the boat this time either.

To adjust for the differing ages of the men racing in the masters, offi cials have devised a complex system of 
handicapping based on the average age of the boat, which gives older crews a head start.   As the oldest boat in 
the race (with an average age of 61.4 years), MIT would have a 53 second head start over the youngest boat of 
thirty-one years from Brown.  However, they would not actually compete in the same race as Brown because 
there would be two heats: one for the younger four boats and one for the older four.  They would also have to 
row at a faster stroke rate than in past IRA’s because the three mile standard of their youth had been shortened 
in 1968 to 2000 meters to conform to the Olympic distance.  Fortunately, modifi cations to the oars and boat had 
also increased the boat’s speed, as had technological innovations like the electronic coxbox that automatically 
calculates stroke rate and a wiring system that carries the coxswain’s voice to the oarsmen.  Gone were the card-
board thin wooden shells, wooden oars, brass oarlocks; stopwatches, and megaphones of yesteryear.  In forty 
years rowing equipment had changed.

Ken Andersen, who along with Latimer, had continued to row after graduation, assured his teammates that, like 
bike riding, it would all come back.  Chris Miller summarized the familiar sensations they all remembered:  “I 
can feel the weight of the boat as it is hoisted overhead .... the incredible feeling as the boat was pushed away 
from the dock. .. the row to the starting line and backing up to the punt .. .looking at the people in the other 
boats ..... the adrenaline was fl owing and Jesse was trying to keep the boat pointed straight down the course ... 
our senses peaked as we awaited the command to start the race ... Ready All; Ready; Row!”

Pre-race jitters increased as Race Day approached. Should they row in the sleeker Vespoli boat or the steadier 
Empacher?  Had anyone tried “sticky bump” on his hands, a product used by surf-boarders? How about golf 
gloves to prevent blisters?  Could they get a ship-to-shore walkie-talkie for the coach?  What should they wear? 
Where should they meet, a question of no small importance it later turned out since Fiory and Falender walked 
right past each other two days before the race in the lobby of the hotel where they were staying without a shred 
of recognition. 

Crushing news came Tuesday before the race.  Chris Miller, the stroke, was gravely ill.  Routine 
blood work over the weekend had unexpectedly revealed that he might be suffering from chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia, “a fatal disease for which there is no known cause and no known cure.”  
Miller was reluctantly withdrawing from the race. He, his wife, son and daughter had been look-
ing forward to fl ying in, but now their IRA plans were necessarily on hold.  He would be starting 
chemotherapy immediately, fortunately under the capable supervision of his daughter Katherine, 
who was on the faculty at Tufts Medical School.

His teammates were devastated.  “We were so much looking forward to our reunion ... keep your spirits up,” 
wrote Latimer. “As I recall in days gone by, we used unfortunate circumstances to inspire us to pull a little  
harder.  Hope you don’t mind if we do this on Saturday,” Falender emailed.  In a letter to his family Wild        
described Miller as “a true leader of our crew, a guy with tremendous confi dence.”  He praised Miller’s         
perfect cadence and recalled the curly hair and broad back of the oarsman who had sat in the seat in front of 
hirn.  “Thank you for your kind and thoughtful notes,” Miller responded.  “I know you guys will do it. Taking it 
up to 34 or 36?? - Wow! ... If you hear a distant “hoo-dah” coming in at about 11:30 AM or so from somewhere 
in the distant West, it may just be me, cheering you on from here!!  Have a GREAT race!!  I’ll want to hear all 
about it!!”

How could they fi ll the missing seat this late in the game?  Clearly no one could ever replace Miller.  They had 

Chris Miller

Photo courtesy of Katie     
Please visit Chris Miller’s Website:  http://home.earthlink.net/~c.b.miller

no spare.  Maybe Jesse, their cox, could row, someone suggested?  Lipcon fi red back: "My rowing would be an 
unmitigated disaster."  Might there be a spare undergrad lightweight from MlT?  Perhaps they could scour the 
area alumni records for ex-oarsmen.  Alas, it turned out that one potential rower had a long planned family event 
and another was traveling in Abu Dabi.  A seventy-four year old candidate who usually rowed 1000 meters ac-
cepted initially but fi ve hours later had changed his mind. Yet there was another possibility. Bill Gadzuk.  The 
instigator of the whole idea. Gadzuk was not in the original boat and his knees were giving him problems but he 
loved the sport, had rowed in an MlT masters boat once before, and jumped at the chance.  The race was still on.

Sunday, May 31, 2003, Race Day, dawned gray and overcast.  Brightly colored pavilions hugged the shoreline 
of the Cooper River.  Alumni of the twenty-three schools represented at the IRA served up coffee and doughnuts 
to fans trampling the new grass along the riverbank.  Vendors hawked sweat gear, keychains, socks, headbands, 
posters, decals, pins, pencils, coffee mugs, umbrellas, and shoelaces.  Sports Graphics snapped photos of each 
boat mid-race, athletes grimacing over oars, pictures that could be purchased on-line for $35.00 a few weeks 
later.  With a storm system advancing on Philadelphia, offi cials had shuffl ed the schedule, moving the most    
important race, the varsity heavies, into the opening time slot, assuring it a place in the record book.  Shortly 
after 7:30 AM, an undefeated team from Harvard, resplendent in dark crimson rowing shirts, crossed the fi nish 
line in 5:43:41, half a boat length ahead of Washington.  The grand fi nale was over. 

As the morning wore on, clusters of winners from earlier races paraded about, medals dangling conspicuously 
from their necks.  In a large white tent, a caterer was setting up for a pizza lunch.  At the least sign of a sprinkle 
crowds darted into pavilions, a giant version of musical chairs.  Those MIT masters not out on the banks of the 
Cooper River watching the races, huddled in their hotel rooms, glued to the Weather Channel, assessing the 
level of drizzle in the air, listening for distant thunder.  Months of practice might count for nothing.  A serious 
storm could mean disaster for their race.

Towards noon the crew assembled by the boat trailers parked near the dock. The rain held off.  Wearing a big 
straw hat, Drake’s elderly father sought shelter under the protruding end of a racing shell.  Fiory’s daughter 
lugged a bag of water bottles and raincoats for her mother who was navigating the slippery riverbank on 
crutches.  With minutes to spare Poe and his wife apologetically hurried in from a family send-off for a young 
relative departing for the war in Iraq.  Far down the river at the Wisconsin pavilion, Wild’s daughter, a veteran 
of Wisconsin’s lightweight crew ‘00, had corralled Badger fans into a noisy MIT cheering section.  Wild had 
confessed to his daughter that the only Beaver cheer he remembered was an irreverent jest invoking “e to the u, 
du dx, e to the x, dx; cosine, secant, tangent, sine, 3.14159; integral,  radical, mu, dv; slipstick, sliderule, MIT!” 
Undaunted, the girls bellowed, “Give us a B ... !”

Fiory ran the team through its old warm-up routine, bends, twists, rotations.  Two-by-two, 
arms linked for balance, the men stretched their hamstrings, trying to reach their feet without 
toppling over. Wives toting cameras discretely looked in the other direction.  “Those guys are 
sixty-one?” exclaimed a gawking, round-eyed woman passing by. “You got to be kidding!” 
Drake’s fi fteen year old daughter, Shenandoah, a cross country star back in Utah, stepped 
into the circle of aging exercisers, balanced on her left leg and effortlessly lifted her right, toe 
pointing skyward in the classic cheerleaders’ heel stretch.  The contrast was striking.  
Everyone laughed.

Hoisting the shell to their shoulders, the American Henley victors, whose 1963 triumph over 
Vesper had been witnessed by three thousand people, walked the boat to the dock, set it gently 
into the water, counted down by number from bow to stern, pushed out the port oars, dropped one foot into the 
boat, then another, and shoved off.  The moment of reckoning had arrived.

Over the water from the Wisconsin Pavilion came the boisterous ring of Beaver cheers.  Poe raised his hand 
in salute. The girls were delighted.  The cheering swelled.  Reaching the head of the course, MIT watched the 
younger masters boats backing into the starting platform.  Two athletes in a neighboring boat were introduced 
as ex-Olympians. Someone on the Penn crew called across the dock, “Hope you guys have a defi brilator in that 
coxbox!”  Cardiac arrest jokes were always good for a laugh. 

Shenandoah Drake
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control groups.  The oldest oarsman to  compete  successfully in an Olympics was an Englishman named Guy 
Nichols, who won a gold medal in 1908 at age 41.  In 1917 sixty-six year old James A. Ten Eyck, the oarsman 
whose name adorns the trophy cup at the IRA, rowed from Syracuse to New York City, just to prove he was 
"still there."  In 1964 the entire Harvard crew from 1914, including the spare, showed up to race at the Brit-
ish Henley, the fi ftieth reunion of their winning the Grand Challenge Cup; their average age was seventy-two.  
Wags joked that the frustrated spare didn't make the boat this time either.

To adjust for the differing ages of the men racing in the masters, offi cials have devised a complex system of 
handicapping based on the average age of the boat, which gives older crews a head start.   As the oldest boat in 
the race (with an average age of 61.4 years), MIT would have a 53 second head start over the youngest boat of 
thirty-one years from Brown.  However, they would not actually compete in the same race as Brown because 
there would be two heats: one for the younger four boats and one for the older four.  They would also have to 
row at a faster stroke rate than in past IRA’s because the three mile standard of their youth had been shortened 
in 1968 to 2000 meters to conform to the Olympic distance.  Fortunately, modifi cations to the oars and boat had 
also increased the boat’s speed, as had technological innovations like the electronic coxbox that automatically 
calculates stroke rate and a wiring system that carries the coxswain’s voice to the oarsmen.  Gone were the card-
board thin wooden shells, wooden oars, brass oarlocks; stopwatches, and megaphones of yesteryear.  In forty 
years rowing equipment had changed.

Ken Andersen, who along with Latimer, had continued to row after graduation, assured his teammates that, like 
bike riding, it would all come back.  Chris Miller summarized the familiar sensations they all remembered:  “I 
can feel the weight of the boat as it is hoisted overhead .... the incredible feeling as the boat was pushed away 
from the dock. .. the row to the starting line and backing up to the punt .. .looking at the people in the other 
boats ..... the adrenaline was fl owing and Jesse was trying to keep the boat pointed straight down the course ... 
our senses peaked as we awaited the command to start the race ... Ready All; Ready; Row!”

Pre-race jitters increased as Race Day approached. Should they row in the sleeker Vespoli boat or the steadier 
Empacher?  Had anyone tried “sticky bump” on his hands, a product used by surf-boarders? How about golf 
gloves to prevent blisters?  Could they get a ship-to-shore walkie-talkie for the coach?  What should they wear? 
Where should they meet, a question of no small importance it later turned out since Fiory and Falender walked 
right past each other two days before the race in the lobby of the hotel where they were staying without a shred 
of recognition. 

Crushing news came Tuesday before the race.  Chris Miller, the stroke, was gravely ill.  Routine 
blood work over the weekend had unexpectedly revealed that he might be suffering from chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia, “a fatal disease for which there is no known cause and no known cure.”  
Miller was reluctantly withdrawing from the race. He, his wife, son and daughter had been look-
ing forward to fl ying in, but now their IRA plans were necessarily on hold.  He would be starting 
chemotherapy immediately, fortunately under the capable supervision of his daughter Katherine, 
who was on the faculty at Tufts Medical School.

His teammates were devastated.  “We were so much looking forward to our reunion ... keep your spirits up,” 
wrote Latimer. “As I recall in days gone by, we used unfortunate circumstances to inspire us to pull a little  
harder.  Hope you don’t mind if we do this on Saturday,” Falender emailed.  In a letter to his family Wild        
described Miller as “a true leader of our crew, a guy with tremendous confi dence.”  He praised Miller’s         
perfect cadence and recalled the curly hair and broad back of the oarsman who had sat in the seat in front of 
hirn.  “Thank you for your kind and thoughtful notes,” Miller responded.  “I know you guys will do it. Taking it 
up to 34 or 36?? - Wow! ... If you hear a distant “hoo-dah” coming in at about 11:30 AM or so from somewhere 
in the distant West, it may just be me, cheering you on from here!!  Have a GREAT race!!  I’ll want to hear all 
about it!!”

How could they fi ll the missing seat this late in the game?  Clearly no one could ever replace Miller.  They had 

Chris Miller

Photo courtesy of Katie     
Please visit Chris Miller’s Website:  http://home.earthlink.net/~c.b.miller

no spare.  Maybe Jesse, their cox, could row, someone suggested?  Lipcon fi red back: "My rowing would be an 
unmitigated disaster."  Might there be a spare undergrad lightweight from MlT?  Perhaps they could scour the 
area alumni records for ex-oarsmen.  Alas, it turned out that one potential rower had a long planned family event 
and another was traveling in Abu Dabi.  A seventy-four year old candidate who usually rowed 1000 meters ac-
cepted initially but fi ve hours later had changed his mind. Yet there was another possibility. Bill Gadzuk.  The 
instigator of the whole idea. Gadzuk was not in the original boat and his knees were giving him problems but he 
loved the sport, had rowed in an MlT masters boat once before, and jumped at the chance.  The race was still on.

Sunday, May 31, 2003, Race Day, dawned gray and overcast.  Brightly colored pavilions hugged the shoreline 
of the Cooper River.  Alumni of the twenty-three schools represented at the IRA served up coffee and doughnuts 
to fans trampling the new grass along the riverbank.  Vendors hawked sweat gear, keychains, socks, headbands, 
posters, decals, pins, pencils, coffee mugs, umbrellas, and shoelaces.  Sports Graphics snapped photos of each 
boat mid-race, athletes grimacing over oars, pictures that could be purchased on-line for $35.00 a few weeks 
later.  With a storm system advancing on Philadelphia, offi cials had shuffl ed the schedule, moving the most    
important race, the varsity heavies, into the opening time slot, assuring it a place in the record book.  Shortly 
after 7:30 AM, an undefeated team from Harvard, resplendent in dark crimson rowing shirts, crossed the fi nish 
line in 5:43:41, half a boat length ahead of Washington.  The grand fi nale was over. 

As the morning wore on, clusters of winners from earlier races paraded about, medals dangling conspicuously 
from their necks.  In a large white tent, a caterer was setting up for a pizza lunch.  At the least sign of a sprinkle 
crowds darted into pavilions, a giant version of musical chairs.  Those MIT masters not out on the banks of the 
Cooper River watching the races, huddled in their hotel rooms, glued to the Weather Channel, assessing the 
level of drizzle in the air, listening for distant thunder.  Months of practice might count for nothing.  A serious 
storm could mean disaster for their race.

Towards noon the crew assembled by the boat trailers parked near the dock. The rain held off.  Wearing a big 
straw hat, Drake’s elderly father sought shelter under the protruding end of a racing shell.  Fiory’s daughter 
lugged a bag of water bottles and raincoats for her mother who was navigating the slippery riverbank on 
crutches.  With minutes to spare Poe and his wife apologetically hurried in from a family send-off for a young 
relative departing for the war in Iraq.  Far down the river at the Wisconsin pavilion, Wild’s daughter, a veteran 
of Wisconsin’s lightweight crew ‘00, had corralled Badger fans into a noisy MIT cheering section.  Wild had 
confessed to his daughter that the only Beaver cheer he remembered was an irreverent jest invoking “e to the u, 
du dx, e to the x, dx; cosine, secant, tangent, sine, 3.14159; integral,  radical, mu, dv; slipstick, sliderule, MIT!” 
Undaunted, the girls bellowed, “Give us a B ... !”

Fiory ran the team through its old warm-up routine, bends, twists, rotations.  Two-by-two, 
arms linked for balance, the men stretched their hamstrings, trying to reach their feet without 
toppling over. Wives toting cameras discretely looked in the other direction.  “Those guys are 
sixty-one?” exclaimed a gawking, round-eyed woman passing by. “You got to be kidding!” 
Drake’s fi fteen year old daughter, Shenandoah, a cross country star back in Utah, stepped 
into the circle of aging exercisers, balanced on her left leg and effortlessly lifted her right, toe 
pointing skyward in the classic cheerleaders’ heel stretch.  The contrast was striking.  
Everyone laughed.

Hoisting the shell to their shoulders, the American Henley victors, whose 1963 triumph over 
Vesper had been witnessed by three thousand people, walked the boat to the dock, set it gently 
into the water, counted down by number from bow to stern, pushed out the port oars, dropped one foot into the 
boat, then another, and shoved off.  The moment of reckoning had arrived.

Over the water from the Wisconsin Pavilion came the boisterous ring of Beaver cheers.  Poe raised his hand 
in salute. The girls were delighted.  The cheering swelled.  Reaching the head of the course, MIT watched the 
younger masters boats backing into the starting platform.  Two athletes in a neighboring boat were introduced 
as ex-Olympians. Someone on the Penn crew called across the dock, “Hope you guys have a defi brilator in that 
coxbox!”  Cardiac arrest jokes were always good for a laugh. 

Shenandoah Drake
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The countdown began. "40 .. .39 .. .38 .... MIT. .. ROW!" The shell surged forward at 33 strokes a minute. "Take 
it down! Take it down!" yelled Lipcon. They were going way too fast. Settling into a more comfortable 30 
strokes a minute, for the fi rst 500 meters MIT held its lead. 

Wild replayed the race many times afterward in his mind. "By 500 meters I thought I was going to die. My legs 
were burning. I thought, my God, how can I go another 1500 meters?" The Wisconsin cheering section strained 
to hear the progress of the race over the loudspeaker. "Syracuse just cut into MlT's lead like a knife through 
butter." Jack Frailey himself was making the call from the trailing motorboat. "Go, Beavers, GO!" screamed the 
girls.

“It was discouraging to see the other crews pass us by,” Wild recalled.  “You have to play psychological mind 
games so you don’t concentrate on how much it hurts.  Tony’s doing it.  I can do it.  Jim’s doing it.  I can do it.”  
He remembered thinking, “How can this be so diffi cult when I’ve trained so hard?”  But the stroke was at 30-32 
strokes per minute, not the 27-28 he had practiced on his erg.

Lipcon called a “Power Ten” for Chris Miller, for Erickson, and for the old man in the motor boat, Jack Frailey.  
The men strained at their oars.  The boat was setting up nicely.  Their strokes were strong.  Their breathing came 
hard, their lungs ached.  The other three boats in their heat had passed long before.  But they kept going, they 
persisted, crossing the fi nish line in 7:33:32 with nothing left to give.  They had pulled it off.  The following day 
fi gures on the back pages of the sports section of The Boston Globe placed MIT a minute and a half behind the 
thirty-one year old victors from Brown, and miraculously, a minute ahead of the 47 year old boat from Rutgers.  
Number seven out of eight.
 
Shirts plastered to their bodies, the men shouldered the shell and carried it back to the waiting trailer.  Families, 
friends, and the red-jacketed cheerleaders from Wisconsin crowded around.  “You guys were totally awesome!” 
exclaimed one of the girls.  “Hey, we’re going to get our boat together in forty years, just like you did!”  They 
were already planning a reunion row at the Head of the Charles in October.

One Erickson anecdote captured their attention -  About a young kid who had lost a 
leg in an accident a few years before coming to college and who was working behind 
the scenes as a manager for one of the crews.  Watching the boy hanging around the 
boats after the rest of the team had gone home, Erickson realized that he was dying 
to try out for crew himself.  Erickson pulled him aside.  “Hey, why don’t you come 
out for the tryouts,” he urged the boy.  “If you see an opportunity, you’ve got to go 
for it.”  The boy showed up at the next tryouts.  Those who told and retold this story 
knew that it was immaterial whether or not the young man made the boat.  No matter 
how hopeless your prospects, no matter what the odds, no matter how formidable the 
opponent, in the end all that Erickson asked of you was to give it your very best shot.  
Fiory would mention this story in his email to Miller, how moved they were every 
time they heard it.  Like the young crew manager, they had seized an opportunity 
which would later prove to be a high point in their lives.  Back home in Rochester, 
Wild mused, “Not many people get the chance to go back and do the same thing at

sixty that they did at twenty.  It really is amazing to know that you can go out and do it all again.”

(Note: After a long and heroic struggle, Chris Miller died on May 13, 2004.  Eight days before his death, Chris 
wrote the author, “I so much enjoyed reading [your article] and will do so again and again.  You captured the 
true essence of the Master’s Race and all that it means to the great senior oarsmen that participated in it.”)
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1960S LIGHTWEIGHTS COMPETE IN 2008 IRA….

By Bob Vernon, ‘63

It was an idea dreamt up a year ago in England at the 45th Reunion of the 1962 Henley Crew. For
several years now (see related article) MIT has entered a squad, consisting almost entirely of former
heavyweight oarsmen, into the Master’s event at the IRA National Rowing Championships. “Why don’t
we try to boat a second entry into the IRA – all former Lightweights and all from the 1960s?”

The response was, “Let’s give it a try.” With the able assistance of two former heavyweights (John
Yasaitis ’68 and Steve Haase ’68), the mission was accomplished. By the end of the event, held on
June 7, 2008, the Pesky Lightweights, as they labeled themselves, competed at Cherry Hill, NJ,
with a full roster of eight oarsmen, coxswain, three spares, plus our beloved coach, Gerrit Zwart.

Bolstered by two training sessions in Cambridge, the “Peskies” not only beat their heavyweight
colleagues by open water, they came close to beating “The Old Goats” from the United States
Naval Academy. Perennial Master’s favorite, Cornell, won the event – but there’s always next year.

A combined heavy/light banquet the night before the event added a full measure of nostalgia and
frivolity to the occasion, plus, to add to the competitive spirit that has always existed between the
two squads, the Lightweights laid down a challenge. Should the Heavies win, the Lights would
each make a donation to the Jack Frailey Fund, but should the Lightweights come out on top, the
Heavies would make similar contributions to the Gerrit Zwart Fund. Challenge accepted!! So
now you are in on the secret as to why many of the most recent donations to the Zwart Fund have
been made by former heavyweights!! (Just to keep things on an even keel, the pesky lightweights,
on their trip back home, decided to make donations to the Frailey Fund anyway – so both funds are
the richer for the experience.)

Next year?? The IRA will be
moved to the West Coast in 2009
and the final decision is still in the
balance as to whether the Master’s
Event will continue to be part of
the IRA tradition. But if it is, we
are ready to go! If you are interest-
ed in joining in, please let either
Mark Barron or me know and we
will include you in our planning.

Here are those Pesky Lightweights leaving the
dock for their final tune-up before the following
day’s IRA Master’s Event. Bow to stern are: Dick
Resch ’61, Pete Staecker ’64, Dave Evans ’64,
Bruce Anderson ’69, John Yasaitis ’68, John
Proctor ’65, Steve Haase ’68, Mark Barron ’64,
Bob Vernon ’63 and, behind the camera, Coach
Gerrit Zwart….
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Here’s what a few of those Lightweight superstars had to say after the race:

“There’s nothing like a real 2000m race for bringing back all of the exhilaration, stomach churn,
camaraderie and other feelings of decades ago. The biggest surprise was how well the form, balance
and timing came back. The biggest adrenaline rush happened when Bob counted down the Heavyweight
shell. The happiest part was having my sons and family there. All in all - priceless.”……Dave Evans ‘64

_________________

“We weren’t pretty, having a serpentine wake following us as we splashed down the race course with first
ports and then starboards out-pulling the other side. But who cares about form when one has an oppor-
tunity to row again with colleagues from 40 years ago. Even the blisters on the thinning skin of old hands
were a reminder that sometimes pain feels good when being shared with first-class teammates.”
……Mark Barron ‘64

_________________

“Having been temporarily banned from rowing by my cardiologist, I joined the squad in Cherry
Hill as a non-uniformed spare (sometimes referred to as a cheerleader!). With any luck, I’ll be back
on the water next year. Besides, that trip to the IRA fulfilled a father’s dream, as I was able to
watch proudly as my daughter Hilda stroked the MIT Women’s Lightweight Eight.”.....Dennis Buss ‘63

_________________

That we set up and swung together as a boat so well despite having never rowed together before
reflects the boat’s competitive pedigree. Very impressive!....Bruce Anderson ‘69

_________________

“One of the first reactions of our Boat was to record our “handicapped” race time of 7:21 and to
make that a personal erg goal for each oarsman in the boat. (For some, this has already been met,
for others, well, we have some work to do.)”……Pete Staecker ‘64

_________________

“It was fantastic to be back with some of the same oarsmen I rowed with at MIT. In spite of the fact
some of us have not rowed for years,
a few days of practice showed we had
the talent and coaching to be pretty
spectacular back then. I hope everyone
finds a local club to row with over the
year so we can get back together and
better our performance. Any day I row
is better than any other day, no matter
what.”…..John Proctor ‘65

….and here is the entire squad having a short
victory celebration just after the event.

Left to right: Coach Zwart, Mark Barron ’64,
Wayne Haase ’65, Dick Resch ’61, John

Proctor ’65, Honorary Captain Jack Frailey ’44,
Dennis Buss ’63, Steve Haase ’68, Dave Evans
’64, John Yasaitis ’68, Pete Staecker ’64, Bob
Vernon ’63 and Bruce Anderson ’69 (absent

from photo, Mike Greata ’63)
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…AS DO THE 1960’S HEAVYWEIGHTS…

By Bill Gadzuk

So if one MIT Alumni Masters boat is
a good thing, two should be even bet-
ter, right? I find it an amazing tribute
to the spirit, dedication, and commit-
ment to MIT crew that the alumni from
various 1960’s classes were not only
able to boat an entry in the IRA
Alumni Masters Race for the seventh
consecutive year, but for the first time
to enter two boats (loaded with ~1200
years of total life experience!).
Perhaps reawakened by last summer’s
1962 Henley crew reunion in England,
those “pesky, scrawny, scrappy” light-
weights augmented by some younger
blood from the late 60’s proved that it’s
never too late to do that which you allow
yourself to believe is possible, as the 1961-65 heavyweights (irreverently referred to in some lightweight
circles as the Lardbuckets, as shown nearby) have been doing for the past several years.

It was wonderful once again getting together with everyone for Friday training, the afternoon row fol-
lowed by the now-traditional dinner at (the unlikely) Siri’s Thai French Cuisine & Patisserie flawlessly
arranged by Tony Fiory. After dinner, Jack Frailey lead us in an enlightening discussion of various cur-
rent issues pertaining to the MIT crew program such as boathouse rebuilding, administration support,
student recruitment, and alumni involvement/support. The evening ended with a wager between the
lights and heavies on the race outcome in which should the unthinkable happen, the heavies would
donate $500 to the MIT-Zwart fund. Of course, the (anticipated!) demise of the pesky, scrawny, scrap-
py lights would have them add $500 to the MIT-Frailey fund.

The ultra-heat wave smothering the east coast the first week in June gave cause to the IRA Stewards to
somewhat rearrange the starting times on Saturday in an attempt to complete the races before the high-
est of high noon. For the Alumni Masters race, the two MIT boats were joined by alumni crews from
Brown, Cornell, Navy, Penn, and Syracuse.

Our heavies are here pictured on the next page appearing quite refreshed as we headed up to the stake
boats prior to the race. But in the return to the finish line (aka the race), the excess heat (and the PSS
lights’ several well-conceived Cambridge training sessions) did us in and the unthinkable became reali-
ty; the pesky lightweights beat the heavies and the Zwart fund grew. But with a notable sense of good
sportsmanship those same lightweights got together and made a similar contribution to the Frailey fund
so everyone benefited, we all had a great time, and we anxiously look forward to participating in the
next IRA Alumni Masters Race if and when there is one, an issue that is somewhat open at this time.

MIT Alumni Masters Heavyweights at IRA 2008: left to right:
Bob Curd (‘65), Jesse Lipcon (‘65), Tony Fiory (‘63), Jack Frailey (‘44),
Bill Gadzuk (‘63), Bob Kurtz (‘63), Chris Ryan (‘69), Dick Millman (‘62),

Jim Falender (‘65), Marty Poe (‘64) and Bob Vernon (‘63).
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…THEN COMBINE FOR THE 2008 REUNION ROW

But wait, there is more if you were in the class of 1963 or 68 since this Saturday IRA was followed the
next day by the MIT Class Reunion Row in Cambridge. Letting bygones be bygones, heavies Tony
Fiory, Bill Gadzuk, and Bob Kurtz united with lights Dennis Buss, Mike Greata, and Bob Vernon, then
hit the trail for Boston and reassembled at
7:30 AM Sunday morning forming an eclec-
tic core for the Class of 63’s two boats
entered in the Reunion Row which, I might
add, our class won for the unprecedented
third consecutive time in the three reunions
(1998, 2003, 2008) for which we have been
eligible.

I assume that a fortuitous combination of
something in the Cambridge drinking water
back then, our intrinsic rowing skills and/or
desire, and a more-than-fair-to-the-elders
age handicapping algorithm all played a role
in our victorious outcome. MIT President
Susan Hockfield then had to pay the price,
if not by kissing babies and eating rubber
chicken, at least by posing with sweaty
bodies, all in the name of school spirit.

After a brief meeting of the MIT Crew Alumni Association at the boathouse, we adjourned to the Stata
Center for a Post-Reunion-Row brunch before closing out a most memorable and enjoyable total-
immersion weekend that got us fully back into the spirit of MIT Crew, ready to do whatever we can to
help build upon the re-energized crew program under Director of Rowing Tony Kilbridge and company.

MIT Alumni Masters Heavyweights at IRA 2008: Left to right:
Jesse Lipcon (cox, ‘65), Tony Fiory (stroke, ‘63), Chris Ryan (7, ‘69), Jim Falender (6, ‘65),

Bob Kurtz (5, ‘63), Bill Gadzuk (4, ‘63), Dick Millman (3, ‘62), Marty Poe (2, ‘64), Bob Curd (bow, ‘65).

Class of 1963 crew members and MIT President Susan Hockfield
at Reunion Row, June 8, 2008.

Front: Ken Andersen, Bob Vernon. Back: Harvey Bines, Bob Kurtz, Susan
Hockfield, Dennis Buss, Bill Gadzuk, Elliot Bird.
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